SUCCESS ON MULTIPLE COURTS

If fate would have it any other way, brothers Michael and Keith Cheah could have been a great badminton pairing for Malaysia. After all, they are sons of 1976 Thomas Cup doubles specialist Cheah Hong Chong. However, success for the Cheah siblings will have to come on a different court as their passion for science far supersedes their appetite for sport. Michael and Keith have their hearts set on Physics and Chemistry, respectively. And by scoring 4A’s in the GCE A-Level June 2013 exam, they have proved that success is something of a family trait.

At UCSI University’s A-Level Academy, precocious learners like the Cheah siblings realise their potential in all they do. This is evinced by the Academy’s overall 90% pass rate and the many students who scored at least an A* or an A in the June exams. Most of them go on to further their studies at the world’s leading universities and we are gratified to help them go further in life. At the Academy, the true measure of success lies with our students and we will not rest until they become all they can be.

CENTRE FOR PRE-U STUDIES

- Foundation in Arts (A11125, 01/2015)
- Foundation in Science (A21776, 01/2014)
- Cambridge GCE A-Levels (By UCSI International School at UCSI University)

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for SPM, STPM & UEC school leavers

SEPT 2013 Intake in Progress
INFO DAY 14 & 15 September 9am - 3pm
03-9101 8882 ENROLMENT CALL CENTRE

For more information, contact us at www.ucsiuniversity.edu.my/onlineenquiry